Digital Accessibility

TTC guides and supports organisations to transform
the way they deliver technology, providing
them with a competitive edge and helping
to provide access to digital environments
for all.

Our Approach to Digital Accessibility
At TTC. we believe the digital world will become more accessible and usable. We remain committed o bringing that vision to fruition by guiding and supporting organisations
on their digital accessibility journeys. In our unique position, we factor accessibility into our scoping and briefing conversations with our clients. We assist
our clients to develop an accessibility mindset that crosses the full Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC). This means shifting accessibility left and gaining benefits
in cost reductions and usability improvements for all. Through defined strategies, frameworks, testing, and a deep understanding of accessibility best practices,
we enable organisations to transform the way they deliver technology, ultimately helping to provide access to digital environments for everyone.

WITH AQA YOU CAN
Manage All in One Place

Find Solutions Faster

Conduct Manual Automated Testing

AQA flags all accessibility issues, not just the easy automated ones. Capture all code (not screen shots) and reduce duplicate and false positives,
No need to use lots of tools and combine results into
so your teams can review together easily without needing to
It shows how a page and content will interact with a screen reader
multiple spreadsheets. With AQA, manage accessibility
replicate issues.
and keyboard, which reduces the need for external audits.

all in one place.

Robust API and Integrations

Real Time Dashboards and Reporting
Monitor your entire digital landscape and testing activity
in real time. Track your maturity over time.

Test User Journeys

Automate Screen Reader Testing

Integrate accessibility testing into your release lifecycle with AQA's
API, Integrate with popular technologies such as JIRA. Jenkins,
Sitecore and more.

Track Progress Over Time

Testing with Assistive Technology is critical. We've made
it fast and simple through guided automation and
reporting.

Facilitate User Testing

AQA tests single pages, scans in an intelligent way but can also test end AQA helps you compare and document accessibility testing results
to end-user flows. AQA can interact with complex functionality in single and progress over time.
page applications, forms, drop down lists and menus.

Improve accessibility and usability with feedback from people
with disabilities. AQA has been designed with and
by people with disability.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
It's simple and easy fon teams to use. The quamllyxand quality of the tests is very detailed,
the quality of the reporllng is incredible oompared to other tools (as well as
access to past reports) and the ability to provide support and training is solid.

This is the best accessibility testing reporting I have ever seen.
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About TTC

TTC is the leading global software assurance provider focused on helping organisations transform the way they deliver technology. Our unique
capabilities across a wide range of delivery areas enable our clients to increase the speed and quality of technology development
while reducing risk and cost. TTC was founded in 2004 to be a testing partner that could take global learnings and best practices
and deliver them in a locally appropriate way. Fast forward eighteen years with offices in New Zealand, Australia, Asia, Americas,
Middle East and Europe and strong partnerships with some of the world's largest organisations, this is still TTC's purpose today.
To learn more, visit us at:

http://www.ttcglobal.com/
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ttcglobal.com
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